A b stra ct: In the apparel industry Cut Order Planning (COP) considered as the most important procedure in the production process. Cutting large number o f pieces with different shapes and sizes should be well planned to increase the utilization offabric while reducing the wastage. Therefore cut planners pay great deal o f attention to the number ofplies, size ratios, length o f the fabric, the cost o f labour and they highly concerned about fabric wastage. This procedure is carried out manually in most o f the factories. Due to that, high cost o f labour, time and the fabric wastage have become more crucial problems in this industry. The existing manual procedure for COP was examined in this study and to overcome those issues an integer quadratic programming model was introduced fo r two and three dockets. As a result o f this new model, user will receive number o f plies that can be laid and size wise cutting templates that requires for the cutting process in order to minimize the cut panels wastage. Eventually this causes to increase efficiency and effectiveness o f the cutting process more significantly.
Introduction
Cut Order Plan takes a significant place in apparel industry. Low efficiency and high wastage of fabric consumption due to manual COP are critical problems in cutting process in this industry. In the cutting process if cut planners use less number of plies and excess number of templates it will be a wastage of labour and time otherwise using high number of plies one can obtain required number of cut panels without more labour and time. Deciding the number of plies and creating the cut order plan according to the size ratios which consistent with customer requirement, is depend on the planner's skill and experience due to unavailability of analytical method for COP. As a result, wastage of fabric and high cost of labour have become crucial issues in this industry. In this study minimizing the fabric cut panels and labour cost were consumed when developing a model for COP.
The variety of sizes, styles, fabrics, and colours induce significant complexity in this problem [1], The number of blocks contain in the cut template from selected sizes is defined as the size ratio and size ratios are determined by the cut planners to develop the corresponding cut templates for a given cut order, as the major function [2], As discussed by Mausmi Ambastha, efficiency of COP depends on the number of plies and number of lays and also an inefficient COP courses substantial amount of fabric wastage [3] , According to the Fashion Capital web site " A docket is a form given to the manufacturer outlining the amount of garments required in different sizes and also the docket consists o f fabric and trim samples as well as the production deadline and agreed price ensuring that customer and the manufacturer are working to the same information". In this research docket is defined as a document that contains full description of COP such as size ratios, number o f plies, number of size wise cut templates, etc.
There are so many methods used to optimize the cut piece requirements. A Cut Order Plan is effective if it uses least number of plies and least number o f lays while cutting an order [3] 
Integer Quadratic Programming (IQP) Model fo r Cut Order Plan
If the order can't be achieved by two dockets, then most of the time cut order plan can be achieved by three dockets.
Table2: Cut ratio creation templates for three dockets
The following is the IQP model for three dockets. The following results were obtained from LINGO software Objective function value : 0 Integer Quadratic Programming (IQP) Model fo r Cut Order Plan When compare Table 3 and Table 4 This is a special situation. According to the cut planners skill and experience they used four dockets to achieve this order. When compare table 5 and 6, it is clearly shows that the same order can be achieved by three dockets as given by the new model. According to manual COP they used 134 plies and 19 cutting templates with wastage of six cut panels to fulfill the order. Nevertheless the results revealed by the new model shows that the order can be achieved by 122 plies and 17 cutting templates without any cut panels wastage. The manual COP result shows planner's skills and experience are not sufficient to get the maximum use of the fabric. Therefore our main objective of minimizing the fabric cut panels wastage is successfully fulfilled by these new models.
IV. Conclusion
Creating an efficient and cost effective COP is a main role o f cut planners in apparel industry. Cut planners should pay a great deal of attention to fabric utilization and cost of time and labour to spread and cut DOI: 10.9790/5728-1302027680 www. iosrj oumal s. org
